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Introductory Notes



Introductory
Notes

Benchmarks

    available in

               SSG-0.1.27:

Note:

       SSG-0.1.28 will bring

       benchmark for

RHEL Openstack

Platform 7 yet.

      

  



Introductory
Notes

Currently

    available

        RHEL-6

            profiles:



Introductory
Notes

Currently

    available

        RHEL-7

            profiles:



Introductory Notes - The two scap-security-guide RPM packages:



Introductory Notes - The two scap-security-guide RPM packages:



Introductory Notes - scap-security-guide RPM content:



Introductory Notes - scap-security-guide-doc RPM content:

                                    (first 20 lines)



Introductory Notes - Purpose of the SCAP Security Guide 

project:

SCAP Security Guide:

● delivers security guidance, baselines, and associated 

validation mechanisms using the SCAP protocol

https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide
https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide


Introductory Notes - Purpose of the SCAP Security Guide 

project (continued):

SCAP Security Guide:

● links security hardening advice for (Red Hat) products 

with official requirements (NIST SP 800-53,                  

USGCB ..)

https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide
https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide


Introductory Notes - SCAP Security Guide project “links 

security hardening advice … with official requirements”



Introductory Notes - Purpose of the SCAP Security Guide 

project (continued):

SCAP Security Guide:

● bridges the gap between official security requirements 

and specific security hardening implementation details

https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide
https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide


Introductory Notes - SCAP Security Guide project 

“bridges the gap between official security requirements

and specific security hardening implementation details”

For example Requirement 8.2.3 of the PCI DSS v3 

standard requires the following:

8.2.3 Passwords/phrases must meet

the following:

● Require a minimum length of at

            least seven characters.

● Contain both numeric and alphabetic characters. 

Alternatively, the passwords/phrases

must have complexity and strength at

least equivalent to the parameters

specified above.

In SSG’s RHEL/7 product this requirement maps 

to the following rules:

● no_empty_passwords

● accounts_password_pam_dcredit

● accounts_password_pam_minlen

● accounts_password_pam_ucredit

● accounts_password_pam_lcredit

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCI_DSS_v3.pdf#page=64
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCI_DSS_v3.pdf
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCI_DSS_v3.pdf
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCI_DSS_v3.pdf


Introductory Notes - SCAP Security Guide project “bridges 

the gap between official security requirements and specific

security hardening implementation details”

In SSG’s RHEL/7 product this requirement maps to the following rules:



Introductory Notes - SCAP Security Guide project “bridges 

the gap between official security requirements and specific

security hardening implementation details”

In SSG’s RHEL/7 product this requirement maps to the following rules (preview):



The Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP):

Suite of specifications to:

● standardize both format and nomenclature,

● used to express both software flaw and security 

configuration information,

● in a way easily comprehensible both to machines and 

humans

http://scap.nist.gov/
http://scap.nist.gov/


The Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP):

● Latest version 1.2  (defined by NIST SP 800-126 Rev. 2)

● Upcoming version 1.3 in progress

○ Tentative plans to:

■ add support for OVAL-5.11.1, CVSS v3.0

○ Final NIST SP 800-126 Rev.3 needs to clarify on 

support for e.g. SCAP 1.0, SCAP 1.1, CVSS v2.0 and 

many more 

http://scap.nist.gov/
http://scap.nist.gov/
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-126-rev2/SP800-126r2.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-126/sp800-126r3_call-for-comments.html
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-126/sp800-126r3_call-for-comments.html
https://github.com/OVALProject/Language
https://www.first.org/cvss/specification-document


SCAP 1.2 suite of specifications:

Languages

XCCDF v1.2 OVAL v5.10.1 OCIL v2.0

Reporting 

Formats

ARF v1.1 AI v1.1

Enumerations

CCE v5 CPE v2.3 CVE

Measurement /

Scoring Systems

CVSS v2.0 CCSS v1.0

Integrity Model

TMSAD v1.0

http://scap.nist.gov/revision/1.2/index.html
http://scap.nist.gov/revision/1.2/index.html
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NIST-IR-7275-r4
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NIST-IR-7275-r4
http://oval.mitre.org/language/version5.10/
http://oval.mitre.org/language/version5.10/
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/ocil/#resource-2.0
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/ocil/#resource-2.0
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/arf/#resource-1.1
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/arf/#resource-1.1
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/ai/#resource-1.1
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/ai/#resource-1.1
https://nvd.nist.gov/cce
https://nvd.nist.gov/cce
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/cpe/
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/cpe/
http://cve.mitre.org/
http://cve.mitre.org/
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NISTIR_7435
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NISTIR_7435
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NIST-IR-7502
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NIST-IR-7502
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/tmsad/
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/tmsad/


Introductory Notes - SCAP v1.2 standards relevant to

SCAP Security Guide

Languages

XCCDF v1.2 OVAL v5.10.1 OCIL v2.0

Reporting 

Formats

ARF v1.1

Enumerations

CCE v5 CPE v2.3 CVE

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NIST-IR-7275-r4
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NIST-IR-7275-r4
http://oval.mitre.org/language/version5.10/
http://oval.mitre.org/language/version5.10/
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/ocil/#resource-2.0
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/ocil/#resource-2.0
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/arf/#resource-1.1
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/arf/#resource-1.1
https://nvd.nist.gov/cce
https://nvd.nist.gov/cce
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/cpe/
http://scap.nist.gov/specifications/cpe/
http://cve.mitre.org/
http://cve.mitre.org/


Introductory Notes - SCAP v1.2 standards to be covered

within today’s session

Languages

XCCDF v1.2 OVAL v5.10.1

And a bit of OVAL v5.11.1 

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NIST-IR-7275-r4
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsNISTIRs.html#NIST-IR-7275-r4
http://oval.mitre.org/language/version5.10/
http://oval.mitre.org/language/version5.10/
https://github.com/OVALProject/Language/wiki/Latest


Extensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) Version 1.2
● Organizational layer

○ Structured collection of security configuration rules for some set of target systems

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistir/ir7275-rev4/NISTIR-7275r4.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistir/ir7275-rev4/NISTIR-7275r4.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistir/ir7275-rev4/NISTIR-7275r4.pdf#page=22&zoom=auto,69,380


Extensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) Version 1.2

● Organizational layer

○ XCCDF benchmark document contains:

■ single root <xccdf:Benchmark> element

■ (one or) multiple <xccdf:Profile>

■ (one or) multiple <xccdf:Group> elements

■ ..

○ <xccdf:Group>

■ represents portion of a benchmark

■ contains (multiple) <xccdf:Rule>, <xccdf:Value>, 

and other <xccdf:Group> elements

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistir/ir7275-rev4/NISTIR-7275r4.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistir/ir7275-rev4/NISTIR-7275r4.pdf


Extensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) Version 1.2

● Example <xccdf:Rule>

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistir/ir7275-rev4/NISTIR-7275r4.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistir/ir7275-rev4/NISTIR-7275r4.pdf


  Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)

Standardizes three main steps of the assessment process:

○ representing configuration information of systems for 

testing,

○ analyzing the system for the presence of the            

specified machine state (vulnerability, configuration,

              patch state etc.),

○ reporting the results of the assessment

https://oval.mitre.org/about/
https://oval.mitre.org/language/about/overview.html


SSG “shorthand” format



SSG “shorthand” format - A way to abstract away

the complexity of XCCDF and OVAL during development

XCCDF case -- for the sake of simplicity we will consider benchmark:

○ containing just one profile, two groups and one rule

○ the description of the benchmark to be limited to one sentence

 Comparison

https://jlieskov.fedorapeople.org/comparison.png
https://jlieskov.fedorapeople.org/comparison.png


Contributing New Rule



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part -

Steps

Yet before we begin -- relevant SSG git repository folder is:

<product>/input/xccdf

1)  Identify the SSG <product> (RHEL/6, RHEL/7, ...) the

        new rule should be inserted into



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

2) Provide the data for basic XCCDF rule skeleton:

Note: The XCCDF RULE_ID needs to match OVAL RULE_ID.



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

2) Provide the data for basic XCCDF rule skeleton (result):



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

3) Decide if new rule is services or other system component

       related. Based on that select one of services or system

subfolders of particular <product>/input/xccdf folder

In this concrete example the “require_smb_client_signing”

is related with the Samba service => we would place the

definition under:

<product>/input/xccdf/services



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

3) Decide if new rule is services or other system component

       related. Based on that select one of services or system

subfolders of particular <product>/input/xccdf folder

E.g. rule related with “network” system component would

go under:

<product>/input/xccdf/system

Same case for some “SELinux” system component related

rule.

Note: The proper decision needs advanced familiarity /

experience with SSG git repository content.



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

Intermediary summary:

● we know the product for new XCCDF rule,

● we got the content for the XCCDF rule,

● we got the location for the XCCDF rule.

What remains:

● is to determine the correct <xccdf:Group> to place the rule under 

(or create a new one if suitable group doesn’t exist yet),

● instruct the SSG build system to include the newly added rule

into the benchmark for the product during the build

● rebuild the benchmark and confirm the rule is included



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

4) Determine the correct <xccdf:Group> to place the rule

under (or create a new one if suitable group doesn’t exist yet)



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part 

(continued) - Steps

4) Determine the correct <xccdf:Group> to place the rule

under (or create a new one if suitable group doesn’t exist yet)

Based on experience, we have decided to place the code for the

“require_smb_client_signing” rule into the

“smb_restrict_file_sharing” XCCDF group located in file:

<product>/input/xccdf/services/smb.xml



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

5) Instruct the SSG build system to include the newly added

rule into the benchmark for the product during the build

This means the XML file holding the definition of the XCCDF

group being parent group for the newly added XCCDF rule is

listed in <product>/input/guide.xslt transformation for that 

<product>:



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

6) Include the newly added XCCDF rule into:

● some existing profile for product

● new profile for product

Note: Ensure this profile is configured to be built for benchmark !!



Contributing New Rule - Contributing XCCDF part

(continued) - Steps

7) Rebuild the benchmark:

8) And verify the newly added rule got included:



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part

Still remember the <xccdf:Rule> example ?

The OVAL check defined for the rule (e.g. “require_smb_client_signing”) is:

● what will be listed in the <xccdf:check-content-ref> element for the

XCCDF rule,

● what will be used to scan the particular system property.



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued)

Relevant SSG repository paths for contributing new OVAL checks are:

<product>/input/oval

shared/input/oval

<product>/input/oval/oval_5.11

How do I know which of them to use for my use case?



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of different locations of various OVAL

checks

● <product>/input/oval -- Is dedicated to OVAL checks that are 

specific to only one product:

● they would NOT work on different product

● they contain just this product in their <platform> element



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of different locations of various OVAL

checks

● shared/input/oval -- Is dedicated to hold OVAL checks for multiple 

(two or more) products:

● they have been confirmed to work on two or more products

● they contain:

○ two or more platforms in their <platform> element (listed 

either as two platform elements or as multi_platform 

element)



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of different locations of various OVAL

checks

● <product>/input/oval/oval_5.11 -- Is dedicated to hold OVAL checks:

○ using OVAL language constructs that have appeared starting 

from OVAL-5.11 version of the language (e.g. <linux:

systemdunitdependency_{test, object, state}> or e.g.

<glob_to_regex> function )

○ but also definitions for dependent (<extend_definition>) OVAL 

5.10 checks



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of different locations of various OVAL

checks

Q: Shouldn’t there be 4-th (shared/input/oval/oval_5.11) location yet?

A: Yes. In the moment there are two or more products (e.g. RHEL/7 

     and Fedora) utilizing OVAL-5.11 language constructs already.



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of different locations of various OVAL

checks

Q: Why all this complexity? It’s confusing!

A: The reason is compatibility. There are different openscap versions:

● RHEL-5 openscap-1.0.x (OVAL-5.10, but not 5.11),

● RHEL-6 openscap-1.0.x (OVAL-5.10, but not 5.11),

● RHEL-7, Fedora - openscap-1.2.x (OVAL-5.11),

● Debian/8 (Jessie) libopenscap8-1.0.x (OVAL-5.10, but not 5.11)

● Debian Testing (Stretch) libopenscap8-1.2.x (OVAL-5.11)



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of different locations of various OVAL

checks

Q: Why all this complexity? It’s confusing! (continued)

A: The idea is to support all content to be able to be built on any system. 

With OVAL-5.10 oscap versions we just throw out / don’t include

checks using OVAL-5.11 language constructs. With OVAL-5.11 oscap 

versions we include both (OVAL-5.10 and OVAL-5.11) checks.



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of the <platform> element

The <platform> element in OVAL checks is used to represent list of 

products (e.g. RHEL/6, RHEL/7, Fedora) where this OVAL has been 

tested and recognized as being working properly:

● for <product>/input/oval checks the <platform> should be set just to 

that product (e.g. “Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6” for RHEL/6 

product)



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of the <platform> element

● for <product>/input/oval/oval_5.11 checks the <platform> should be

just to that product (e.g. “Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7” for RHEL/7

product)



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of the <platform> element

● for shared/input/oval checks the <platform> should be set to cover 

all platforms this OVAL is shared between. It often has form of 

“multi_platform_rhel” or “multi_platform_fedora”



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Purpose of the <platform> element

Q: What will happen when <platform> element is not set properly?

A: Expect troubles ahead.

     When <platform> element is too liberal, make validate for that

     product will report existing, but unreferenced (unused) OVAL.

     On the other hand <platform> tag being too strict will result in

     “notchecked” result (read like OVAL check is not available) for

     that product.



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Steps

1) Identify the <product> (e.g. RHEL/6, RHEL/7 ...)

      the new OVAL check is to be added to,

2) Based on system system property to be checked determine

OVAL language constructs to use:

● config key set      => <textfilecontent54_object>,

● file, dir having perms  => <file_object>

● (systemd) service       => <systemdunitdependency_object>

● (chkconfig) service      => <runlevel_object>

● rpm package       => <rpminfo_object>

● deb package       =>      <dpkginfo_object>

● <partition_object>, <sysctl_object>, <password_object> ...



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Steps

The identical / universal parts of the various OVAL check types:



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Steps

The different parts of the various OVAL check types:



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Steps

3) Create the OVAL check definition itself

[*] If it’s not doable using existing constructs, probably a new construct needs to be

      proposed to OVAL Board for consideration.

Method of Creation OVAL Knowledge Time / Speed Check Applicability

From templates Almost none Instant Depends on 

template

Copy existing Basic 

understanding

Slower Depends on 

original

Manually Advanced 

understanding

Very slow Almost everything 

[*]



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Steps

3) Create the OVAL check definition itself (LIVE DEMO):

● From templates

● Copy existing

● Manually



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Steps

4) Once created save the OVAL definition under “RULE_ID.xml” and

 place it under (one of):

● <product>/input/oval

● <product>/input/oval/oval_5.11

● <shared/input/oval

paths



Contributing New Rule - Contributing OVAL part 

(continued) - Steps

5) No need to instruct the SSG build system to include the newly

created OVAL into final OVAL file !

6) Rebuild the benchmark and verify the new OVAL is working

(former “notchecked” for the XCCDF rule should turn into one

of “pass”, “fail”, or “error”



OVAL - What we have just covered?

Basic Information:

● How OVAL standard fits into the picture

● Purpose of <platform> element

● Steps to create new OVAL check

Advanced Topics  / Selected Use Cases

● Purpose of different locations of various OVAL checks

● How to contribute new rule from scratch

● How to contribute new rule from templates

       (Using SSG templates to contribute new OVAL checks)



Contributing New Rule - Contributing remediation part

Still remember the <xccdf:Rule> example ?

The remediation script defined for the rule

 (e.g. “require_smb_client_signing”) is:

● what will be listed in the <xccdf:fix> element for the XCCDF rule,

● what will be used to correct the particular system property

(after the system property in question has been scanned and recognized

as not meeting the requirement)



Contributing New Rule - Contributing remediation part

(continued) - Steps

Relevant SSG git repository folders for remediation scripts are:

<product>/input/remediations/bash

shared/input/remediations/bash

1) Identify the product (RHEL/6, RHEL/7 …) this new remediation

script is intended for



Contributing New Rule - Contributing remediation part

(continued) - Steps

2) Create the Bash code for the remediation script itself:

● SSG provides “library of functions” intended to be re-used

when creating remediation scripts:

scap-security-

guide/shared/remediations/bash/templates/remediation_functions

Therefore first check if some of the routines already implemented

there would not be reusable for your particular case.



Contributing New Rule - Contributing remediation part

(continued) - Steps

2) Create the Bash code for the remediation script itself:

● If there doesn’t exist already available remediation_function

for your use case it is necessary to create a new one:

● Either again from the SSG templates

(quicker, but template for concrete case might not present)

● Or by copying an existing one

● Or by creating own one manually (from scratch)



Contributing New Rule - Contributing remediation part

(continued) - The purpose and syntax of “platform” element

Purpose:

Instruct the benchmark there’s remediation script

(<xccdf:fix> element) available

Syntax:

● For the case of remediations specific to <product>

# platform = Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6

● For the case of shared/ remediation scripts:

# platform = multi_platform_rhel



Contributing New Rule - Contributing remediation part

(continued) - Example remediation script



Contributing New Rule - Contributing remediation part

(continued) - Steps

3) Once created save the remediation script

under “RULE_ID.sh” and place it under (one of):

● <product>/input/remediations/bash

● <shared/input/remediations/bash

paths



Contributing New Rule - Contributing remediation part

(continued) - Steps

4) No need to instruct the SSG build system to include the 

newly

created remediation script into final XCCDF file !

5) Rebuild the benchmark and verify the new remediation

is working (former “fail” result for the XCCDF rule

should turn into one of “fixed”, or “error” results if the

--remediate oscap option or “Remediate” SCAP Workbench

checkbox have been specified)



Selected Use Cases



Selected Use Cases - How to port existing rules, profiles, 

benchmarks across different products

● Porting XCCDF

● Porting OVAL rules

● Porting remediation scripts

● Create whole new benchmarks for new products



Thanks!
Contact us:

scap-security-guide@lists.fedorahosted.org

http://www.open-scap.org/security-policies/scap-security-guide/

http://www.open-scap.org/security-policies/scap-security-guide/#support

 

mailto:scap-security-guide@lists.fedorahosted.org
mailto:scap-security-guide@lists.fedorahosted.org
http://www.open-scap.org/security-policies/scap-security-guide/
http://www.open-scap.org/security-policies/scap-security-guide/
http://www.open-scap.org/security-policies/scap-security-guide/#support
http://www.open-scap.org/security-policies/scap-security-guide/#support


Appendix A:
                                      ___

 Source Code / Repository Notes



Source Code / Repository Notes - Where to obtain the 

source code

SSG code is hosted at GitHub:

https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide
https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide


Source Code / Repository Notes - Developer workflow

● We follow the GitHub flow:

○ Fork the repo

○ Create feature branch in forked repo

○ Perform, test locally, and  commit the code changes

○ Push the changes to the feature branch

○ Create a pull request (PR) with proper description, labels, milestone

○ Wait till Jenkins finishes the PR testing:

■ If PR testing by Jenkins failed, inspect the failures,

          and fix them (possibly commit additional changes)

■ If PR testing by Jenkins passed, your job is done

http://scottchacon.com/2011/08/31/github-flow.html
http://scottchacon.com/2011/08/31/github-flow.html


Source Code / Repository Notes - Pull request reviewer 

workflow

● Reviewing existing PRs is as much as important as providing

       new code changes !!!

● PR Reviewer Workflow:

○ Check out the list of existing PRs

○ Apply the proposed code changes from PR to be reviewed on top of your 

local branch (synchronized with upstream master)

○ Build the content

○ Test the particular code changes (verify announced problem is corrected)

○ If testing succeeded, ACK and merge the PR into upstream

https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide/pulls
https://github.com/OpenSCAP/scap-security-guide/pulls


Source Code / Repository Notes - Building the SSG

content

● Clone upstream master (or synced master in your fork)

● Build RPM from the upstream content:

# make clean

# make SSG_VERSION_IS_GIT_SNAPSHOT=no rpm

● Or install scap-security-guide RPM package according 

instructions for your distribution

http://www.open-scap.org/security-policies/scap-security-guide/#install
http://www.open-scap.org/security-policies/scap-security-guide/#install


Source Code / Repository Notes - Repository structure - 

Currently supported SSG products



Source Code / Repository Notes - Repository structure - 

Releases of Red Hat Enterprise Linux equipped with SCAP

content



Source Code / Repository Notes - Repository structure- 

Directory structure of a concrete product (RHEL/6)

Exceptions are JBossEAP5 and JBossFuse6 products.



Source Code / Repository Notes - Repository structure- 

Directory structure of input/ folder per product (RHEL/6)



Source Code / Repository Notes - Repository structure- 

Meaning and structure of special shared/ directory

● Used to hold  content applicable to two and more products

● Easier maintenance (avoids duplicated data)

● Process of unification (still) not finished  



Appendix B:
___

SSG most often used OVAL objects



SSG most often used OVAL objects - RHEL/6

product

Created by:

$ ./shared/utils/count_oval_objects.py  ssg-rhel6-xccdf.xml



SSG most often used OVAL objects - RHEL/7

product


